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DragonFire RZR Switch Pod
RZR, RZR S, RZR 4, RZR XP, RZR 570 (2008-2012)

Congratulations on your purchase of the DragonFire Switch Pod. This kit is specifically
designed to give you a clean and useful place to put switches for all of your utilities and
accessories. Looks good, works great, and it all comes in one box. Please carefully read these
instructions before installing switch pod. If there is any sign of damaged or missing parts
contact your authorized dealer prior to install.
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Tools Required
5/32 Allen Wrench
7/16 Open Ended
Wrench
Brad Puller or Flat Head
Screw Driver

Step 1: Remove kit from packaging and ensure
that all parts and hardware are present and
accounted for. If there is any sign of missing or
damaged parts, contact your authorized dealer
prior to install.
Step 2: Locate and remove two factory plastic
rivets using brad puller or flat head screw driver.
(Plastic pins will be re-used) (Seen in Figure 1)

Step 3: Locate factory dash support bracket.
Install two supplied pod hangers using
supplied Allen head screws and nuts. Ensure
that the bends in the hangers are facing away
from each other. In some cases stock wiring
harness will be installed, simply remove clip
and harness from dash support bracket and
re-install in open hole located on pod hanger
bracket. (Seen in Figure 2)

Step 4: Locate switch pod housing. Install
switch bezel through front and secure from
the backside with bezel retaining plate. (Pro
Tip: this is a good time to decide what
switches will be used as well as get wiring
done. Space will be limited once pod is
installed) (Seen in Figure 3)

Step 5: Place pod under dash. Ensure that pod
lays over both hanging brackets and under
dash plastic. (Seen in Figure 4)
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Step 6: Secure pod with the two supplied
plastic push pins. (Seen in Figure 5)

Step 7: Secure sides of Pod with stock plastic
pins that were removed in (Step 2)
(Seen in Figure 6)

For further assistance contact your authorized DragonFire dealer.
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